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Abstrat: We analyze a distributed system where n nodes alled boxes store a large set of videos and ollaborate
to serve simultaneously n videos or less. We explore under whih onditions suh a system an be salable
while serving any sequene of demands. We model this problem through a ombination of two algorithms: a
video alloation algorithm and a onnetion sheduling algorithm. The latter plays against an adversary that
inrementally proposes video requests.
Our main parameters are: the ratio u of the average upload bandwidth of a box to the playbak rate of a
video; the maximum number of onnetions c used for downloading a video; the number m of distint videos
stored in the system, i.e. its atalog size. In an homogeneous system (i.e. all node apaities are equal) where a
box downloads its video with no more than c equal rate onnetions, we give neessary onditions for ahieving
salable atalog size. In partiular, we prove for that ase a lower bound u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
, where µ ≥ 1 is
the maximum growth fator of any swarm of boxes viewing the same video during a period of time equivalent
to start-up delay (our model tolerates swarms growing exponentially with time). On the other hand, we prove
that atalog size Ω(n) an be ahieved with a entralized sheduling algorithm when u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
, c ≥ 2
and nodes are reliable.
Additionally, we propose a distributed onnetion sheduling algorithm assoiated to a random video al-
loation sheme for heterogeneous systems where box upload apaity is proportional to storage apaity. It
ahieves atalog size Ω (n/logn) and allows to suessfully handle a sequene of O(n) adversarial events with
high probability as long as u ≥ µ+ 1c . As a speial ase, it an be used to solve single video distribution with
O(1) reliable seed boxes, or O(log n) unreliable seed boxes, with onstant apaities.
Key-words: video-on-demand, salability, peer-to-peer
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Passage à l'éhelle de servies distribués de vidéos-à-la-demande
Résumé : Nous onsidérons un système de n n÷uds (boîtes) qui hébergent un ensemble de lms et herhe
à diuser jusqu'à n ux vidéos simultanés. Une question qui se pose est de savoir sous quelles onditions un
tel système peut passer à l'éhelle tout en supportant n'importe quelle séquene de demandes. Ce problème
se déompose en deux parties: la répartition initiale des vidéos dans les boîtes et l'alloation des ressoures
en fontion des demandes. Pour e dernier problème, nous supposons qu'un adversaire émet des demandes de
manière inrémentale.
Les prinipaux paramètres du problème sont : le rapport u entre l'upload moyen des boîtes et le débit
néessaire à la leture de la vidéo ; le nombre maximal c de onnetions utilisables dans la réupération d'une
vidéo ; le nombre m de lms distints stokés dans le system (la taille du atalogue).
Dans un système homogène (toutes les boîtes ont les mêmes apaités), nous donnons à c xé les ondi-
tions néessaires à la réalisation d'un système apable de passer à l'éhelle. Nous montrons en partiulier que
max
{
1 + 1c , µ
}
est une borne inférieure pour u, µ ≥ 1 étant le fateur de roissane maximal des ensembles
de demandes d'une vidéo pendant une période de temps de l'ordre du temps d'amore de leture d'une vidéo
(notre modèle tolère ainsi une roissane exponentielle des demandes).
Réiproquement, nous prouvons que si u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
, c ≥ 2 et si les boîtes sont ables, alors il est
possible d'avoir une taille de atalogue m = Ω(n), ave un algorithme d'alloation entralisé.
Enn, nous proposons un algorithme d'alloation distribué, assoié à un algorithme de répartition aléatoire
adapté aux systèmes hétérogènes où la apaité d'upload des boîtes est proportionnelle à leur apaité de
stokage. Il est alors possible de servir une séquene de O(n) demandes adversariales ave forte probabilité,
ave une taille de atalogue en Ω (n/logn), à la ondition d'avoir u ≥ µ+ 1c .
Mots-lés : vidéo-à-la-demande, passage à l'éhelle, pair-à-pair
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Figure 1: Generi box desription, and possible Video-on-Demand arhitetures
1 Introdution
1.1 Bakground
The quest for salability has yield a tremendous amount of work in the eld of distributed systems in the last
deade. Most reently, the peer-to-peer ommunity has grown up on the extreme model where small apaity
entities ollaborate to form a system whose overall apaity grows proportionally to its size. Historially, rst
peer-to-peer systems were devoted to ollaborative storage (see, e.g., [11, 22, 13℄). The aademi ommunity
has proposed numerous distributed solutions to index the ontents stored in a suh a system. Most prominently,
one an mention the numerous distributed hash table proposals (see, e.g., [21, 23, 20, 24℄). Extreme attention
has then been paid to ontent distribution. There now exists eient shemes for single le distribution [8℄.
Several proposals were made to ooperatively distribute a stream of data (see, e.g., [5, 17, 26, 27, 14, 10℄). The
main diulty in streaming is to obtain low delay and balaned forwarding load. Most reently, the problem of
ollaborative video-on-demand has been addressed. It has mainly been studied under the single video distribution
problem: how to ollaboratively download a video le and view it at the same time [15, 6, 3, 2, 14, 12, 7, 16, 9℄.
This somehow ombines both le sharing and streaming diulties. On the one hand, partiipants are interested
by dierent parts of the video. On the other hand, an important design goal resides in ahieving a small start-up
delay, i.e. the delay between the request for the video and the start of playbak.
Most of these solutions rely on a entral server for providing the primary opy of a video to the set of entities
ollaboratively viewing it. Following the pioneering idea of Suh et al. [25℄, we propose to explore the onditions
for ahieving fully distributed salable video-on-demand systems. One important goal is then to enable a large
distributed atalog, i.e. a large number of distint primary video opies distributively stored. We thus onsider
the entities storing the primary opies of the videos as part of the video-on-demand system. This model an
enompass various arhitetures like a entralized system with download-only lients, a peer-assisted server as
assumed in many proposed solutions, a distributed server with download-only lients or a fully distributed system
as proposed in [25℄. These senarios are illustrated by Figure 1. The fully distributed arhiteture is mainly
motivated by the existene of set-top boxes plaed diretly in user homes by Internet servie providers. As these
boxes may ombine both storage and networking apaities, they beome an interesting target for building a
low ost distributed video-on-demand system that would be an alternative to more entralized systems.
1.2 Related Work
A signiant amount of work has been done on peer-assisted video-on-demand, where there is still a server (or
a server farm) whih stores the whole atalog. Annapureddy et al. [3℄ investigate the distribution (on-demand)
of a single video. They propose an algorithm that uses a ombination of network oding, segment sheduling
and overlay management in order to handle high streamrates and slow start-up delays even under ashrowds
senarios. This follows an approah similar to [14℄ onsisting in grouping viewers of the same segment of the
video together. Adaptations of the BitTorrent protool to the single video distribution are proposed in [16, 7℄.
Cheng & al. propose [6℄ onnetions to nodes at dierent position in the video to enable VCR-like features
(seeking, fast-forwarding, . . . ). A thorough analysis of single video distribution under Poisson arrival is made
in [15℄, strategies for pre-fething of future ontent are simulated against real traes. Cahing strategies are
tested against real traes in [2℄. It is proposed in [16℄ to use a distributed hash table to index videos ahed by
RR n° 6496
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eah node. However, there is no guarantee that the videos stay in ahe. All these solutions rely on a entralized
server for feeding the system with primary opies of videos.
To the best of our knowledge, only a few attempts have been made so far to investigate the possibility of a
server-free video-on-demand arhiteture. Suh et al. proposed the Push-to-Peer sheme [25℄ where the primary
opies of the atalog are pushed on set-top boxes that are used for video-on-demand. The paper addresses the
problem of fully distributing the system (inluding the storage of primary opies of videos), but salability of
the atalog is not a onern. Indeed, a onstant size atalog is ahieved: eah box stores a portion of eah video.
A ode-based sheme is ombined to a window sliing of the videos and a pre-fething of every video. The paper
is mainly dediated to a omplex analysis of queuing models to show how low start-up delay and suiently fast
download of videos an be ahieved. The system is tailored for boxes with upload apaity lower than playbak
rate. As we will see, this is a reason why salable atalog annot be ahieved in this setting.
Finally, in a preliminary work [4℄, we begun to analyze the onditions for atalog salability. This work
mainly fouses on the problem of serving pairwise distint videos with a distributed system with homogeneous
apaities and no node failure. Most notably, an upper bound of n+O(1) is shown for atalog size when upload
is too sare. A distributed video-on-demand is skethed based on pairwise distint requests and using any
existing single video distribution algorithm for handling multiply requested videos. We extend muh further
this work to multiple requests, heterogeneous ase and node hurn senarios. We an now provide an upper
bound of o(n) for atalog size when upload is sare and multiple requests are allowed. Seondly, we prove that
the maximum ow tehnique proposed for pairwise distint requests an be extended to answer any demand with
possible multipliity. This requires a muh more involved proof. Additionally, we give insight on heterogeneous
systems where nodes may have dierent apaities one from another. Finally, we propose a distributed algorithm
ombining both primary video opy distribution and repliation of multiply requested videos. Let us now give
more details about the ontributions of the present paper.
1.3 Contribution
This paper mainly proposes a model for studying the onditions that enable salable video-on-demand. Most
importantly, we fous on salable atalog size and salable ommuniation shemes. Our approah onsists
in rst formulating neessary requirements for salability and then try to design algorithms based on these
minimal assumptions. We all boxes the entities forming the system. Most notably, we require that a box
downloads a video using a limited number c of onnetions. This is a lassial assumption for having a salable
ommuniation maintenane ost in an overlay network. Note that eient n-node overlay network proposals
usually try to ahieve c = O(log n). Equivalently, we assume that video data and video stream annot be
divided into innitely small units. With at most c onnetions, a single onnetion should have rate at least 1c
where 1 orresponds the normalized playbak rate of the video. Similarly, as onnetions have to remain steady
during long period of times with regard to start-up delay tS , a box should store portions of video data of size at
least
c
tS
. This assumptions of minimal unit of data or minimal onnetion rate provided by a box of the system
are partiularly natural when one faes the problem of distributing video data on several entities: one have to
dene some elementary hunk size and distribute one or more of them per entity.
We rst show that these disrete nature assumptions on onnetion rates and hunk size give raise to an
upload bandwidth threshold. If the average upload u is no more than 1, salable atalog size annot be ahieved,
a minimal average upload of 1 + 1c is thus required. Theorem 2 states this as soon as c = O(n
ε) for any ε < 12
(e.g., c is onstant or bounded by a poly-logarithmi funtion of n). Moreover, a distributed video-on-demand
system annot ahieve salable atalog size if the number of arrivals for a given video inreases too rapidly. We
all swarm of a video the set of boxes playing it. If the swarm of a video an inrease by a multipliative fator
µ > 1 during a period equivalent to start-up delay tS , then it is neessary to have upload u ≥ µ to repliate
suiently quikly the video data (see Theorem 1). These lower bounds on u mainly rely on the assumption
that with large atalog size, some video must be repliated on a limited number of boxes. (This assumption
may be dedued from our bound c on the number of onnetions or may be taken for itself).
On the other hand, we give algorithms for enabling salable video-on-demand. We model the algorithmi part
of a video-on-demand system with two algorithms: a video alloation algorithm is responsible for plaing video
data on boxes, and a sheduling algorithm is responsible for managing video requests proposed by an adversary,
i.e. propose onnetions for eah box to download its desired video. We build two sheduling algorithms based
on random alloation of video data. Let us rst remark that is not possible to resist node failures if some
video has its data on a limited number of boxes: an adversary an plae node failure events on these boxes
and then request the video. We thus propose a rst sheduler under the assumption that no node fails and
that we meet the onditions u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
and c ≥ 2. The problem of nding suitable onnetions for
INRIA
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n Number of boxes for serving videos.
m Number of videos stored in the system (atalog size).
di Storage apaity of box i (in number of videos).
d Average storage apaity of boxes.
k Number of dupliates opies of a video with random alloation (k ≈ nd/m)
ui Upload apaity of box i (in number of full video streams).
u Average upload apaity of boxes.
c Maximum number of onnetions for downloading a video.
s Number of stripes of videos (a video an be viewed by downloading its s stripes simultaneously).
a Minimum ratio of ative boxes in an homogeneous system.
tS start-up delay: maximum delay to start playing a video.
vS Maximum number of arrivals during tS for a video not being played.
µ Bound on swarm growth: if a swarm has size p at time t, it has size less than µp at time t+ tS .
Table 1: Key parameters
downloading all videos redue to a maximum ow problem for a given set of requests and a given alloation of
videos. We thus propose a entralized sheduler running a maximum ow algorithm. If a entralized traker for
orhestrating onnetions has already been proposed in several peer-to-peer arhitetures, it is not lear whether
this maximum ow omputation ould be made in a salable way. The benet of this algorithm is thus mainly
theoretial. It allows to understand the nature of the problem. Theorem 3 states that a random alloation
enables a atalog of size Ω(n) and allows to manage any innite sequene of adversarial requests with high
probability (as long as the adversary annot propose node failures). The problem of salable video-on-demand
an thus be solved with optimal upload apaity in theory. Interestingly, this sheme allows to show that the
best atalog size is obtained when the storage apaity of boxes is proportional to their upload apaity.
Additionally, we propose a randomized distributed sheduler based on priority to playbak ahing, i.e.
relying on the fat that boxes playing a video an redistribute it. Giving priority to suh onnetions allows to
be resilient to exponential swarm growth. We show that with the random alloation of Ω(n/ logn) videos in
a system where average storage apaity is d = Ω(log n/c) per box, this sheduler an manage O(n) realisti
adversarial events with high probability under the assumption that u ≥ µ + 1c and the adversary is not aware
of the sheduler and alloation algorithm hoies (see Theorem 4). Interestingly, our use of playbak ahing
allows to build disjoint forwarding trees for video data in a way similar to Splitstream [5℄. The main dierene is
that relaying nodes buer data before forwarding it and tree levels are ordered aording to the playing position
in the video.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 3 exposes the requirements that are needed for the atalog to be
salable. Setion 4 investigates the worst ase analysis of the problem with no failures; while Setion 5 onsiders
more realisti onditions. Then Setion 6 proposes to onrm the results of previous setions by the dint of
simulations. Some proofs are in given in appendix due to spae limitations. We now introdue our model for
video-on-demand systems and the notations used throughout this paper.
2 Model
We rst introdue the key onepts of video-on-demand systems and disuss the assoiated parameters. We
rst desribe the nodes (often alled boxes) of the system, then detail how they may onnet to eah other to
exhange data. We then explain how we deompose the algorithmi part of the system and desribe adversary
models for testing our algorithms.
Video system. We onsider a set of n boxes used to serve videos among themselves. Box i has storage apaity
of di videos and upload apaity equivalent to ui video streams. For instane if ui = 1, box i an upload exatly
one stream (we suppose all videos are enoded at the same bitrate, normalized at 1). Suh a system will be
alled an (n, u, d)-video system where u = 1n
∑n
i=1 ui is the average upload apaity and d =
1
n
∑n
i=1 di is the
average storage apaity. A system is homogeneous when ui = u and di = d for all i. Otherwise, we say it is
heterogeneous. The speial ase when storage apaities are proportional to upload apaities (i.e. di =
d
uui for
all i) is alled proportionally heterogeneous.
RR n° 6496
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The box ativity is dened as a state. Box i is ative when it an ahieve a stable upload apaity no less
than ui or inative otherwise (e.g. when it is under failure or turned o by user). We suppose that the ratio a
of ative boxes remains roughly onstant. We assume that the nodes with higher apaity are not more prone
to failure than the other nodes, so the average upload apaity of ative boxes remains larger than u. An ative
box may be playing when it downloads a video or idle otherwise. The set of boxes playing the same video v is
alled swarm. Node hurn ours as sequene of events onsisting in hanging the state of a box. Swarm hurn
designates the events onerning a given swarm. We will see in Setion 3.1 that salability annot be ahieved
when a swarm grows too rapidly. We thus assume a bounded growth fator µ: during a period of time tS (tS
is dened below), the size of a swarm is multiplied by a fator µ at most. More preisely, and to remove any
quantiation issues, we assume that the number of events for a given swarm and a given period of time t is at
most µt/tS . (For onveniene, we aggregate the various types of swarm hurn within the same bound).
Connetions. We assume that nding, establishing and setting up a small buer for starting video playbak
takes time. We all start-up delay the maximal duration tS for a box to onnet to other boxes and begin
playbak. We onsider that the number cn of onnetions for downloading a video is bounded by some onstant
c. The reason is that with onstant swarm hurn rate, a box will have to hange Ω(cn) onnetions per unit of
time. As hanging a onnetion has some lateny Ω(tS), this number should remain bounded or grow very slowly
with n. In onnetion with this assumption, we suppose that the data of video annot be split in innitely small
piees. We thus onsider that a onnetion has minimal rate
1
c (this is obviously the ase when onnetions
rates are equally balaned, and it an be modeled by aggregating unitary onnetions otherwise). Therefore
the minimal piee of video data stored on a box is Ω
(
1
c
)
(a trivial lower bound of
tS
c follows from previous
assumptions).
A peer-to-peer video system without any external video souring relies on the possibility to repliate a video
as it beomes more popular and the number of requests for the video inreases. The most straightforward way
to do this is to ahe in eah box the video it is urrently playing, whih is natural if we want to provide some
VCR funtionalities. We all Playbak ahing this faility: boxes of a swarm an serve as a relay for for the
boxes viewing a former part of the video. Note, that in order to bring some exibility in the swarm, the video
an be split into time windows, thus allowing to avoid linear viewing. Time windowing also allows to redue
the problem to the ase where all videos have approximately the same duration.
Video data manipulations. We onsider that all videos have same playbak rate, same size and same
duration (all three equal to 1 as they are taken as referene for expressing quantities). To enable multi-soure
upload of a video, eah video may be divided in s equal size stripes using some balaned enoding sheme.
The video an then be viewed by downloading simultaneously the s stripes at rate 1/s. A very simple way of
ahieving stripping onsists in splitting the video le in a sequene of small pakets. Stripe i is then made of the
pakets with number equal to i modulo s. Note that our onnetion number limitation imposes s ≤ c. There are
two main reasons for using stripes: it allows to build internal-node-disjoint trees as disussed in Setion 5 and
it let a box upload sub-streams of rate
1
s to fully use its upload apaity. Stripes may also enable redundany
through orreting odes at the ost of some upload overhead: downloading (1− ε)s stripes is then suient to
deode the full video stream (e.g. using LT-odes [18℄ or rateless enoding [19℄). For the sake of simpliity, we
assume that s an be large enough to onsider all uis and dis as integrals. As mentioned previously, a video
an be distributed among several boxes by splitting it aording to time windows. However, onsidering all the
time windows of all videos being played at given time, we are bak to the same problem fundamentally. For
that reason, we do not develop time windowing.
Video sheme. A video alloation algorithm is responsible for plaing primary opies of eah video in the
system respeting storage apaity onstraints of boxes. The most simple sheme onsists in storing them
statially: video data may be repliated but primary opies of videos are stati. Video alloation only hanges
when new boxes are added to the system or when the atalog is updated. For instane, re-alloating primary
opies under node hurn would not be pratial when live onnetions onsume most of the upload apaity
of the system. We assume that the atalog renewal is made at a muh larger time sale. Its size and storage
alloation are thus onsidered xed during a period of several playbak times. We may assume that the atalog
remains the same during suh periods. Of ourse as the system evolves over a long period of time, some videos
are added or removed. The atalog size is the number of distint videos alloated.
When a box state hanges, a sheduling algorithm deides how to update the onnetions of playing boxes
so that their video is downloaded at rate greater than 1 and all box upload apaities are respeted. For
INRIA
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our theoretial bounds (Setion 4), we use a entralized sheduler that has full knowledge of the system. For
pratial algorithms ( Setion 5), we onsider distributed sheduling algorithms: eah time a box hanges it state,
it runs the sheduling algorithm on its own. The sheduling algorithm sueeds if it an establish onnetions
to download the full video stream in time less than tS .
We all video sheme a ombination of an alloation sheme and a sheduling algorithm. We say that a
video sheme ahieves atalog size m if the alloation sheme an store m videos in the system so that the
sheduling algorithm sueeds in handling all requests of an adversary. The adversary knows the list of videos
in the atalog and proposes any sequene of node state hanges that respets our model assumptions. In its
weaker form, it is not aware of the deisions made by the alloation and sheduling algorithms. This is a realisti
assumption as there is no reason for user requests to be orrelated to something the users of the system are
not aware of. Worst ase analysis is obtained with the strong adversary whih is the most powerful adversary
possible. It is additionally aware of the hoies made by the alloation and sheduling algorithms. In partiular,
it knows whih boxes ontain replias of a given video. If not speied, the adversary is not strong.
3 Neessary Conditions for Catalog Salability
Let us rst give some trivial requirements. The total upload is at most un and, as all ative boxes may be
playing, the total download apaity needed may be n so we trivially dedue the lower bound u ≥ 1. As the
total storage spae of ative boxes an be as low as adn (assuming that average storage apaity of ative boxes
remains d), we have m ≤ adn.
Let us rst remark that if we release the onstraint on bounded onnetivity, then ideal storage of adn videos
an theoretially be ahieved in any proportionally heterogeneous (n, 1, d)-video system when c = n. As stated
in the homogeneous ase [25℄, full stripping an ahieve this. It onsists in splitting eah video in n stripes, one
per box. Viewing a video then requires to onnet to all other boxes. This result an easily be generalized to
the proportionally heterogeneous ase with node failures using orreting odes. Suh sheme are unpratial
for large n but give a theoretial solution.
On the other hand, we show that some upload provisioning is neessary in our more realisti model. The
main hypothesis implying these results is that some video is repliated on O
(
n
m
)
boxes at most, i.e. o(n) if
atalog sales. First note that as soon as a video spans at most o(n) boxes, the system annot tolerate n strong
adversarial events. Indeed, the strong adversary an propose failure events on all boxes possessing a given video
and then propose a request with the video.
3.1 Maximal Swarm Churn Rate
We now state that arrival rate in a given swarm must be lower than average upload. This is our rst non trivial
lower bound on average upload.
Theorem 1 Any homogeneous (n, u, d)-video system ahieving atalog size m and resilient to swarm growth µ
satises u ≥ max{2, µ−O ( 1m
)}
For small start-up delay, a realisti value of µ would ertainly be less than 2. Salable atalog size is then
ahievable for u ≥ µ only.
Proof.We onsider a senario where boxes are viewing dierent videos, and all of them swith to the same
video forming a swarm with growth fator µ. The swarm of the video has thus size vS at time 0, vSµ at time
tS , vSµ
2
at time 2tS , and more generally size vSµ
i
at time itS. We hoose a video that is repliated at most
k = O
(
n
m
)
times in the system. If this data is possessed by suiently many boxes, it an be repliated k
times initially. Consider the number of times xi the data of the video is repliated outside the swarm at time
itS . Suppose that all boxes possessing the video either serve new arrivals or pro-atively repliate it with their
remaining bandwidth. We then have vSµ
i+1 + xi+1 ≤ vSuµi + (u− 1)xi as the video data must be reeived by
all boxes in the swarm and boxes outside the swarm that repliate it. Suppose u ≤ µ (otherwise the proof is
already over). We get xi+1 ≤ (u − 1)xi, and thus xi ≤ (u − 1)ik as x0 ≤ k. The former inequality thus gives
u+ kvS
(
u−1
µ
)i
≥ µ. If u < 2, we obtain for i = logµ n that u ≥ µ− kvSn = µ−O
(
1
m
)
. 
Additionally, we an prove that a strit upload of 1 is not suient even under low pae arrivals.
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3.2 Upload Capaity versus Catalog Size
We thus assume in this setion that c = O(nε) for some ε > 0. This is for example the ase when c is a poly-log
of n as often assumed in overlay networks [21, 23, 24℄. (The rest of the paper assumes a onstant c). With this
bound, we an establish the following trade-o between average upload apaity and ahievable atalog size.
Theorem 2 For any ε > 0, an homogeneous (n, u, d)-video system with u ≤ 1 and c = O(nε) that an play any
demand of n videos in the no failure strong adversary model has atalog size m = O
(
n1/2+ε
)
.
The above result states that a video system with sare apaity poorly sales with n. As it is valid in the
no failure strong adversary model, it remains valid in the strong adversarial model. With our disrete vision of
onnetions, it implies that a minimal upload u ≥ 1 + 1c is neessary for salability.
Proof. Suppose there exists ε > 0 with ε < 12 suh that c < n
ε
. As disussed in Setion 2, we use our
assumption that a box stores no less than
tS
c data of a given video.
Suppose by ontradition that there exists a video system with atalog size m > 2dtS n
1/2+ε > 2dctS
√
n. As the
overall storage apaity is dn, there exists some video v whose data is repliated at most dnm ≤ tS2c
√
n times. As
useful portion of data of v have size at least tSc , the set E of boxes storing data of v has size at most
1
2
√
n. Let
F = E be its omplementary. Set p = |E| ≤ 12
√
n and q = |F |.
Now onsider the possible request sequene where all boxes b1, . . . , bq of F suessively begin to play v
while boxes of E play videos not stored at all among boxes in E ∪ {bq}. Box bi an download v from Ei =
E ∪ {b1, . . . , bi−1}. Boxes of E an only download from F ′ = F \ {bq}.
Suppose that data of v ows from E to F ′ at rate p′ and from E to bq at rate p
′′
. We have p′+ p′′ ≤ p sine
the overall upload apaity of E is p. Data of v ows internally to F ′ at rate at least q− 1− p′. The remaining
upload apaity to serve E is thus p′ − (1 − p′′) ≤ p − 1 as E must additionally serve bq at rate 1 − p′′. This
implies that the number of videos not stored at all on E ∪ {bq} is at most p− 1. (Otherwise, we have a request
that annot be satised.)
As a box ontains data of
dc
tS
distint videos at most. We thus dedue m ≤ dctS (p + 1) + p − 1 ≤ dctS
√
n <
d
tS
n1/2+ε. This is a ontradition and we dedue m = O
(
n1/2+ε
)
. 
We dedue from the previous results that u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
is a minimal requirement for salability. We
now show that it is indeed suient.
4 Strong Adversary Video Sheme
We now propose a video sheme ahieving atalog size Ω(n) in the no failure strong adversary model for any
video system with average upload u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
. It is based on random alloation of video stripes using
s = c stripes per video and uses a maximum ow sheduler.
4.1 Random Alloation
Random alloation onsists in storing k opies of eah stripe by hoosing k boxes uniformly at random. This
approah was proposed by Boufkhad & al [4℄ using a purely random graph with independent hoies. This has
the disadvantage to unbalane the quantity of data stored in eah box. We thus prefer to onsider a regular
bipartite graph where all storage spae is used on all boxes. We ould obtain the same bounds for the purely
random graph. Analysis is slightly more ompliated in our ase.
For the sake of simpliity, we assume k = dn/m is an integer. A regular random alloation onsists in
opying eah stripe in k boxes suh that eah box ontains exatly ds stripe opies. We model this through a
random permutation pi of the kms stripe opies into the dns storage slots of the n boxes together: opy i is
stored in slot pi(i) (the d1s rst slots fall into the rst box, the d2s next slots into the seond box, and so on).
The best atalog size is obtained for the smallest possible value of k.
We all random alloation sheme the video alloation algorithm onsisting in seleting uniformly at random
a permutation pi and in alloating videos aording to pi.
4.2 Maximum Flow Sheduler
We propose a onnetion sheduler relying on playbak ahing. Eah time a node state hanges, a entralized
traker onsiders the multiset of stripe requests, i.e. the union of all the video stripes being played (some stripes
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may be played multiple times) and tries to math stripe requests against boxes so that box i has degree at most
uis. We an model this problem as a ow omputation in the following bipartite graph between stripe requests
and the boxes storing these stripes. An ar of apaity 1 links every stripe request to all boxes where it is stored
(either through the stati alloation sheme or through playbak ahing). The sheduling algorithm onsists
in running a maximal ow algorithm to nd a ow from stripe requests to boxes with the following onstraints:
eah request has an outgoing ow of 1 and suh that box i has inoming ow of uis at most.
We prove that a random regular graph using s ≤ c stripes with u ≥ max{1 + 1s , µ
}
has the following
property with high probability: for any multiset of n requests at most, a ow with the desired onstraints
exists. The proof onsists in proving that a random regular alloation graphs has some expander property with
high probability. A min-ut max-ow theorem allows to onlude and state the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Consider a proportionally heterogeneous (n, u, d)-video system with u ≥ max{1 + 1c , µ
}
and
c ≥ 2. Random regular alloation ombined with the maximum ow sheduler allows to ahieve atalog size
Ω(dn/ logu d) and to manage suessfully any innite sequene of strong adversarial events exepting node fail-
ures with high probability.
The proof generalizes in a non trivial manner the proof of [4℄ that assumes a purely random graph allo-
ation, pairwise distint requests and homogeneous apaities. Due to spae limitations, the proof is given in
Appendix A.
4.3 Heterogeneous Capaities
As disussed in Appendix A, in the ase of heterogeneous apaities, the proof requires the following balane
ondition. For all set E of boxes with overall upload apaity UE =
∑
b∈E ub and overall download apaity
DE =
∑
b∈E db we have for some u
′ ≥ µ+ 1s :
UE
DE
≥ u
′
d
(The number of opies per stripe in the alloation graph is then k = O(logu′ d)).
Note that u′ = u in the proportionally heterogeneous ase and that u′ ≤ u in general. Having storage
apaity proportional to upload apaity is thus the best situation to optimally benet from the box apaities.
In the general heterogeneous ase, a possible random alloation sheme onsists in using only storage d′b =
d ubu′′ for eah box b for some u
′′ ≥ u ahieving best storage apaity. If box upload apaities are within a
onstant ratio, this will ahieve a atalog size within a onstant ratio of the balaned sheme.
4.4 Poor Upload Capaity Boxes
Speial are has to be taken for an heterogeneous (n, u, d)-video system where some boxes have upload apaity
smaller than µ. We say that suh boxes are poor. The above onnetion sheduler may be defeated by down-
loading the same video on a large set E of suh poor boxes, as it may not support exponential growth. This
omes from the fat that the storage spae for the video oming from playbak ahing may get larger than UE .
The above ondition on the balane between storage and upload is then violated by playbak ahing storage.
The general heterogeneous ase is redued to the ase where uploads apaities are all greater or equal to µ
thanks to the following lemma. (This is the last step of the proof of Theorem 3). Due to spae limitations, the
proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 1 Consider an (n, u, d)-video system A with nP boxes of upload less than µ having overall upload
apaity UP and a video alloation sheme with s stripes satisfying u ≥ µ. There exists an (n, u, d+ nP−UP /µn )-
video system B with same video alloation and, for eah box b, upload apaity u′b satisfying µ ≤ u′b ≤ ub, and
same average upload u, that an emulate any sheme of A in the no node failure strong adversary model.
The idea behind this redution is to statially reserve some upload bandwidth of rih boxes to poor boxes.
The average upload of both systems is thus the same. When a poor box b with upload ub < µ downloads a
video, it diretly downloads ubs/µ stripes as in the sheduling of A and downloads the others through relaying
by the rih boxes it is assoiated to. The rih boxes insert also the stripes they forward in their playbak ahe.
This explains why more storage apaity is required. Proof is given in Appendix A.
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5 Distributed Video Sheme
5.1 Purely Random Alloation
The video are stored in the boxes aording to a purely random alloation sheme: eah stripe of a video is
repliated k times. s still denotes the number of stripes per video used. Eah replia is stored in a box hosen
independently at random. Box i is hosen with probability didn . It is possible to add a video in the system as
long as the k hosen boxes have suient remaining storage apaity. Suh an alloation sheme is qualied as
purely random.
5.2 Playbak Cahe First Sheduler
We now propose a randomized distributed sheduling algorithm. The main idea of our sheduler is to give
priority to playbak ahe over alloated videos to allow swarm growth µ. Only one upload onnetion is
reserved for video alloation uploading. An average upload u ≥ µ + 1s will thus be required. The sheduling
algorithm is split in two parts: stripe searhing and onnetion granting.
Stripe searhing is the algorithm run by a box for nding another box possessing a given stripe. This
algorithm relies on a distributed hash table (or any distributed indexing algorithm) to obtain information about
a given stripe. This index allows a box to learn the omplete list of boxes possessing the stripe through the
video alloation algorithm and a partial list of boxes in the video swarm (i.e. boxes playing the video of the
stripe). Stripe searhing onsists in probing the boxes in these lists until a box aepts a onnetion for sending
the stripe. A onnetion request inludes the stripe requested and the stripe position in the stripe le (i.e.
an oset position indiating the next otet of video data to be reeived). A box is eligible for a onnetion if
it has suiently many video stripe data ahead that position and if it has suiently many upload. This is
deided by the onnetion granting algorithm of the box reeiving the request. To give priority to playbak-
ahe forwarding, boxes of the alloation sheme are probed only when the swarm size is less than vS or when
a stripe is downloaded from a video alloation opy less than vS times. To balane upload, several boxes are
rst probed at the same time, and an aepting box with least number of upload onnetions for the requested
video is seleted.
Connetion granting is the algorithm run by a box that is probed for a onnetion request. Suppose box x
reeives a onnetion request from box y for a stripe of video v. The onnetion granting algorithm onsists in
the following steps.
1. If box x is not viewing v and is already uploading the stripe, it refuses.
2. If box x has suient upload apaity, it aepts.
3. Otherwise, if box x is not playing v, it refuses.
4. Otherwise, if the stripe position of x for that stripe is not suiently ahead the requested stripe position,
it refuses.
5. Otherwise, if two or more upload onnetions of box x onern a stripe of a video dierent from v, x
selets one of them at random, loses it and aepts box y.
6. Otherwise, if box x is uploading the same stripe to some box z and and the requested stripe position of
y is suiently ahead the stripe position of z, it loses the onnetion to z and aepts.
7. Otherwise, it refuses.
Note that Steps 4, 5 and 6 an be exeuted only if box x plays v. Step 6 an be exeuted only if it uploads
us− 1 stripes of video v. (One onnetion is always reserved to serve alloated stripes). A simple optimization
in Steps 6 and 7, onsists in onnetion ipping. In Step 6, box x an send to box z the address of box y for
re-onneting as the stripe position of y is suiently ahead the stripe position of z in that ase. Box z an
then probe box y with the same algorithm. In Step 7, box y an be redireted to any box x′ downloading v
from x and having stripe position suiently ahead the stripe position of y. Box y an then probe box x′ with
the same algorithm. This way, a box an nd its right position aording to stripe position in a downloading
tree path of its swarm. Similarly, in Step 4, box y an make a onnetion ipping with the box from whih x
is downloading, and go up the downloading hain until it nds its right position.
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Note that this algorithm works in similar manner as Splitstream [5℄ builds parallel multiast trees for eah
stripe. The main dierene is that eah internal node of a tree reeives fresh data in a buer and forwards data
whih is at least tS old. That way, a performane blip within one node will not perolate to all nodes behind
it in the sub-tree. Moreover, this ensures that a node has suient time to reover from a parent failure. In
addition, trees are ordered aording to stripe position: boxes with foremost playing position in the video get
loser to the root whereas newomers in the swarm tend to be in lower tree levels. Another interesting point
is that nodes downloading from a box with spare number of onnetions benet from this free upload apaity
and download at a rate faster than needed, allowing to ll their buer.
5.3 Corretness
We annot prove the resiliene of our video sheme against any sequene of adversarial events. The following
tehnial assumption is neessary for our proof and appears as a realisti hypothesis. We assume that a
given stripe is searhed at most O(log r) times on boxes storing it through the video alloation sheme. This
requirement is met when the sequene of adversarial events respet the two following onditions. First, a
onstant number of swarms are started on a given video (a realisti assumption if we onsider a period of few
playbak durations). (There is no restrition on swarm size). Seond, node failures are randomly hosen and a
given box is hosen with probability pf < 1/vS . A sequene of r requests is said to be stress-less if it satises
these onditions.
Theorem 4 Consider a proportionally heterogeneous (n, u, d)-video system with u ≥ µ+ 1c and dcu = Ω(log n).
For any bound r = O(n), it is possible to alloate Ω(n/logn) videos and suessfully manage r adversarial
stress-less events with high probability.
To prove this theorem, we analyze a simpler unitary video system whih an be emulated by any propor-
tionally heterogeneous system with same overall apaities. Again, we hoose to use s = c stripes per video
and assume u ≥ µ + 1s . We view eah box i as the union of uis unitary boxes with upload apaity 1/s (one
stripe) and storage apaity
di
ui
= du . This redution is indeed penalizing. Consider two unitary boxes that are
part of the same real box. In the model, stripes stored on one unitary box an not be uploaded by the other
whereas the real box ould use two uploads slots for any ombination of two stripes of any of the unitary boxes.
For some parameter k made expliit later on, a random alloation of k replias per stripe is made aording
to the purely random alloation sheme desribed previously. This is equivalent to suppose that eah replia
is stored in a unitary box hosen uniformly at random sine the system is proportionally heterogeneous. As
eah unitary box has a storage apaity of
ds
u stripes, Cherno's upper bound allows to onlude that purely
random alloation of Ω(dsn/u) stripe replias is possible with high probability when dsu = Ω(logn). As we will
use k = O(log n), this ahieves the required atalog size.
Seond, we simplify the sheduler to an algorithm where two shedulers ompete. One is alloating ahe
stripe requests within a swarm (i.e. the stripe will be downloaded from a playbak ahing opy), the other
is alloating seed stripe requests from the video alloation pool (i.e. the stripe will be downloaded from a
unitary box possessing it through the random alloation sheme). We onsider that both sheduler operate
independently. This is a penalty with regard to pratial sheduling, where simple heuristis may redue
onsiderably the number of onits, but it simplies the stohasti analysis of the system. The ahe sheduler
alloates swarm stripes and has priority: it operates at real box level aording to the above algorithm. From the
unitary box point of view of the seed sheduler, the ahe sheduler disables some unitary boxes. If the unitary
box was uploading some alloated stripe, it is aneled and a seed stripe searh is triggered. This is where the
reservation of one seed stripe per real box is useful in our analysis. A stripe upload onnetion is aneled when
the real box has at least two of them. As the ahe sheduler anels one box at random uniformly, a given
seed stripe is searhed at most O(log n) times with high probability. The seed sheduler sans the list of unitary
boxes possessing the stripe until a free one is found.
Note that a video request in the real system triggers at most s ahe stripe requests and/or s seed stripe
requests. A node failure on a box uploading us− 1 ahe stripes results in us− 1 ahe stripe requests. Eah
of them may inur a seed request. The worst event is a video zapping whih is equivalent to both events at the
same time
1
. r adversarial requests thus result in (u+ 1)sr seed stripe searhes at most.
Claim 1 All seed stripe searhes sueed with probability greater than 1−O( 1n ).
1
In the video zapping event from video v to video v
′
, the box an an indeed ontinue to upload the data of v, but it annot
ontinue to download more data. In the worst ase, the buered data may be sare for all boxes downloading from the box.
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Proof. We take the point of view of the seed sheduler: a unitary box is free if its real box is ative, and the
ahe sheduler is not using it. As the adversary and the ahe sheduler operate independently from stripe
alloation, we make the analysis as if the random hoies used for stripe alloation were disovered as seed
requests arrive. In our ase, the purely random sheme onsists in alloating eah replia in a unitary box
hosen uniformly at random. We show that for k = O(log n), eah replia is onsidered at most one with high
probability.
For instane, onsider a seed request for a stripe i. Its list of alloated replias is sanned forward. Eah stripe
replia falling in an oupied box is disarded until a replia falls in a free unitary box. As observed before, the
set X of unitary boxes that are either under failure or playbak ahe forwarding is hosen independently from
the replia position. The set Y of unitary boxes uploading seeding stripes depends from independent hoies
for other stripe replias. The probability p that a replia of stripe i falls in one of the t = |X ∪ Y | oupied
unitary boxes is p = |X∪Y |usn . Considering that the number of ative boxes is na ≥ an and that average upload
of ative boxes remains u at least, we obtain that the number of failed unitary boxes is at most usn − usna.
As the number of urrent seed onnetions is |Y |, the number of ahe onnetions is at most sna − |Y |. We
thus have |X | ≤ u(n − na)s + sna − |Y | and |X ∪ Y | ≤ u(n − na)s + sna ≤ usn(1 − (1 − 1u )a). We thus have
p ≤ 1− (1− 1u )a.
As r = O(n), the number of stripe requests is at most λn for some λ > 0. As disussed previously, the
reservation of one stripe for seed onnetions in real boxes ensures that a given seed onnetion is disarded
with probability at most
1
2 . A given stripe is thus disarded at most log2 λn
2
times by the ahe sheduler
with probability 1 − 1λn2 at least. Similarly, for a given stripe, the event that a box uploading it with a seed
onnetion fails happens at most O(log n) times with high probability at least aording to our stress-less events
hypothesis. Every stripe is thus disarded at most O(log n) times with high probability. There may be up to vS
seed onnetions for a given stripe and stress-less events start at most λ′ logn swarms on the video of the stripe
for some λ′ > 0. This results in vSλ
′ logn stripe searhes at most. Finally, we note that with high probability,
every stripe is searhed at most λ′′ logn times with high probability for some onstant λ′′ > 0.
The list of replias of a stripe an thus be seen as a sequene of zeros (when the replia falls in an oupied
unitary box) and ones (when the replia is found). A zero ours with probability less than p and a one with
probability more than 1 − p. We an onlude the proof if the list of ones in all stripe lists is greater than
λ′′ logn with high probability. As random hoies for eah replia are independent, we onlude using Cher-
no's upper bound that a sequene of k = O(log n/(1− p)) replias ontains the required number of ones with
high probability. (Inluding the parameters of the model, we use k = O(vSa
u
u−1 logn).) 
Of ourse, this vision of onsuming the list of replias of a stripe is partiular to our proof. In pratie, one
an loop bak to the beginning of the list when the end is reahed.
Claim 2 All ahe stripe searhes sueed with probability greater than 1−O( 1n ).
Proof. We assume a hoie of s suh that u ≥ µ + 1s . As in Lemma 1, we suppose that a box i with poor
upload apaity ui < µ+
1
s reserves an upload µ+
1
s − ui on some riher boxes. (Note that this augments the
probability of failure for the node, a problem we do not try analyze here). A rih box forwarding i stripes to a
poor box aepts preferentially onnetions for these stripes (as for stripes of the video it is playing) up to an
upload bandwidth of µi.
First onsider the ase where a box b is entering the swarm (i.e. it requests position 0 in the stripe le).
The swarm Z of v an be deomposed in the set X of boxes arrived in Z before time t − tS and the set Y of
boxes arrived in Z later on. We thus have Z = X ⊎ Y and b ∈ Y . If X = ∅ then |Y | ≤ vS aording to the
arrival bound of our model and eah seed stripe searh sueeds with high probability as disussed above. On
the other hand, if X 6= ∅, we have |Z| ≤ µ|X | aording to the exponential bound on swarm hurn in our model.
The boxes in X have overall upload apaity (u − 1s )|X | (inluding the apaity reserved on riher boxes) and
serve at most |Z| − 1s times the video (box b is still searhing for a stripe). As u− 1s ≥ µ, some onnetion slot
is free for aepting the stripe onnetion of box b. It an always be found if b has the full list of boxes in the
swarm. The fration of boxes with exeed apaity for the video is thus at most
µ
u−1/s . Note that a slightly
higher value of u ≥ µ + 2s would result in a onstant fration of nodes with exeeded apaity for their video.
This would allow to nd one with high probability if the list of random nodes in the swarm has length O(log n).
Now onsider the ase where a box b is reonneting in its swarm due to some zapping or node failure event.
We an prove similarly that the onnetion ipping algorithm allows to nd a node in the swarm to onnet
to. This relies on the hypothesis that the number of reonneting nodes at position t in a video inreases by a
fator µ at most during a period of time tS as assumed by our model (all types of swarm hurn are aggregated
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in the bound µ). 
6 Simulations
In this setion we evaluate the performane of a pratial alloation sheme by the dint of simulations. This
sheme is similar to the one desribed in setion 5 but it presents two main dierenes. Firstly, the storage
alloation is based on a random regular graph obtained by a permutation pi of the kms stripes into the dns
storage slots. This hoie is motivated by the more pratial aspet of regular random alloation that allows
to ompletely ll-in boxes. Seondly, one the onnetions are established, they annot be re-negotiated when
a new video-request is performed. The goal is to test the basi funtionning of the algorithm to understand
where onnetion renegoiations beome neessary.
We assume that every node has a ahe of size 1 where it stores all the stripes of the video it is wathing.
We suppose video requests arrive at a onstant rate, and tS = 2 minutes.
As stated in previous setions, the eieny of an alloation sheme depends on the requests pattern. In
the following, we use ve kind of adversarial shedulers to generate video request sequenes:
 Greedy adversarial. The greedy adversarial sheduler hooses the request for whih the system will
selet a node with minimal remaining upload bandwidth (among the set of nodes that an be seleted by
a request in the urrent onguration). This adversary make greedy deisions. It is strong in the sense
that it is aware of video alloation and urrent onnetions.
 Random. The random sheduler selets a video uniformly at random in the atalog.
 Netix. m videos are randomly seleted from the Netix Prize dataset [1℄ as atalog for our simulated
system. Requests are performed following the real popularity distribution observed in the dataset.
 Netix2. The m most popular videos of the Netix Prize dataset are seleted as atalog for our simulated
system. Requests are performed following the real popularity distribution of these m videos.
 Zipf. The sheduler selets videos following a Zipf's law popularity distribution with γ = 2.
The peers that perform a request follow a sequene of random permutations of the n peers. All our simulations
are performed with n = 100 nodes, and the results are averaged over multiple runs.
6.1 Impat of the number of opies per video
We study the maximum number of requests the system is able to satisfy as a funtion of the number k of opies
per video (k ≈ ndm ). We suppose that nodes may wath more than one video (for instane if multiple playbak
devies depend on a single box) so the total number of requests an be larger than n, even if n is the typial
desired target. We set s = 15, u = 1 + 1s and d = 32. Figure 2 shows that the system is able to satisfy at least
one request per node if k ≥ 6, independently from the requests pattern. Moreover, for the Random, Netix and
Netix2 shedulers, k ≥ 3 is enough.
We indiate as referene the maximum number of requests the system an satisfy onsidering the global
available upload bandwidth. Note, that for k ≥ 10, nodes almost fully utilize their upload bandwidth and the
system asymptotially attains the maximum possible number of requests.
6.2 Varying the number of stripes
We study the impat of the number of stripes into whih videos are split. For this purpose, we set k = 10 ,
d = 32 and u = 1 + 1s .
Figure 3 shows that the system an satisfy n requests or more for all shedulers but the adversarial. With
few stripes, the greedy sheduler may nd bloking situations were re-onguration of onnetions would indeed
be neessary. For low s, more requests are served with other shedulers. This is not surprising, onsidering
that a redution of the number of stripes leads to an inrease of the system global bandwidth. As s inreases,
u tends toward 1 and the number of satised requests to n.
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Figure 2: Requests satised as a funtion of k. n = 100, d = 32, s = 15, u = 1 + 1s
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Figure 3: Requests satised as a funtion of s. n = 100, d = 32, k = 10, u = 1 + 1s
6.3 Heterogeneous apaities
We analyze the impat on the number of video requests satised in presene of nodes with dierent upload
apaities. Node apaity distribution is a bounded Gaussian distribution with u = 1+ 1s and dierent variane
values. We set k = 10, s = 15 and d = 32. Figure 4 shows the results. Shedulers an satisfy at least n requests
for small or large values of upload variane, with a slight loss of eieny between. This may ome from the
fat that we do not use a proportional alloation sheme here.
6.4 Node failures
We evaluate the impat of o-line peers on the number of video requests the system an satisfy. We set k = 10,
s = 15, d = 32 and u = 1+ 1s . We then randomly selet some nodes and we set them inative for the simulation.
Figure 5 shows the system an satisfy video requests for at least all the ative nodes in the system up to
40% failures (a = 0.6). Then, a drasti derease in the performane ours. As soon as there are 10% of boxes
o-line, the adversarial sheduler is able to blok the system.
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7 Conlusion
In this paper, we show an average upload bandwidth threshold for enabling a salable fully distributed video-
on-demand system. Under that threshold, salable atalog annot be ahieved. Above the threshold, linear
atalog size is then possible and the problem of onneting nodes to serve demands redues to a maximum ow
problem. A slight upload provisioning allows to build distributed algorithms ahieving salability.
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Appendix A
Maximum ow sheduler
We prove Theorem 3 thanks to the two following lemmas. For the sake of larity, the proof is written for the
homogeneous ase. It is disussed later on how it generalizes to heterogeneous apaities.
Lemma 2 (Min-ut max-ow) Consider a bipartite graph from U to V and an integer b > 0. There exist a
b-mathing where eah node of node of U has degree 1 and eah node of V has degree at most b i eah subset
U ′ ⊆ U has at least |U ′|/b neighbors in V (i.e., the graph is a 1/b-expander).
Proof. The 1/b-expander property is learly neessary. We prove it is suient by onsidering the ow network
obtained by adding a soure node a and a sink node z to the bipartite graph. An edge with apaity 1 is added
from a to eah node in U . Edges of the bipartite graph are direted from U to V and have apaity 1. An
edge with apaity b is added from eah node in V to z. The 1/b-expander property implies that every ut has
apaity |U | at least. The well-known min-ut max-ow theorem allows to onlude. 
Lemma 3 Consider a random regular permutation graph of kms = dns stripe opies into the dns memory slots
of n boxes. The probability that ki given opies fall into p given boxes with pds ≥ ki is less than ( pn
)ki
.
Proof. Drawing uniformly at random a permutation of the kms = dns stripes amounts to hoose uniformly
at random a slot for the rst stripe, then a slot for the seond among the remaining slots and so on. The ki
stripes are ordered. Let Ea denotes the event that the a
th
opy of stripe falls into one of the pds slots of the
p boxes. P (∩a≤kiEa) = P (E1).P (E2|E1)...P (Ea|E1 ∩ E2... ∩ Ea−1)... = pdsnds . pds−1nds−1 ... pds−a+1nds−a+1 ... ≤
(
p
n
)ki
(sine
pds−i
nds−i ≤ pdsnds for p ≤ n). 
Proof.[of Theorem 3℄ We assume that s ≤ c is suiently large to ensure u ≥ 1 + 1s . We suppose u ≥ µ and
s ≥ 2. Consider the multiset of stripe requests at some time t. Its size is ns at most as there are no more than
n videos played. Let S be a sub-multiset of size i among the requested stripes. Let i1 be the number of pairwise
distint requests in S and i2 = i− i1 be the number of dupliated requests in S. As swarm growth is bounded
by µ, there are at least αi2 nodes where dupliate request an be downloaded with α =
1
µ .
Let B(S) denote the set of boxes from whih any stripe of S may be downloaded. From Lemma 2, a
onnetion mathing for serving the request an always be found if no multiset S of at most rs requested stripes
veries |B(S)| < j with j = ius . Note that B(S) inludes at least the given boxes where dupliate requests may
be downloaded thanks to playbak ahing. This represents at least αi2 boxes and |B(S)| ≥ j for αi2 ≥ j. We
may thus onsider only αi2 < i/us (implying i1 > (1 − 1/αus)i). By summing over all sets of j = i/us boxes
and using Lemma 3, we get the following bound relying only on the stripe opies plaed aording to the video
alloation graph (this probability is 0 for i ≤ us): P (|B(S)| < j) ≤ (nj
) (
j
n
)ki1 ≤ (unsei
)i/us ( i
uns
)ki1
. The last
inequality is obtained by using the standard upper bound of the binomial oeient (
(
b
a
) ≤ ( bea
)a
).
Using Markov inequality, the probability that some obstrution multiset S for some request exists is bounded
by the expeted number of suh obstrutions. By summing the above inequality over all multisets S of at
most ns stripes, we get the following bound on the probability p that the graph annot satisfy all possible
requests: p ≤ ∑nsi=us
∑i
i1=i(1−1/αus)
M(i, i1)
(
unse
i
)i/us ( i
uns
)ki1
where M(i, i1) is the number of multisets of
ardinality i taken from sets of stripes of ardinality i1. M(i, i1) is at most M(i, i1) ≤
(
⌊nds/k⌋
i1
)(
i+i1−1
i1−1
) ≤(
ndse
ki
)i (2i
i
) ≤ ( 4ndsei
)i
sine i1 ≤ i and onsidering that k ≥ 1. Notie also that
(
i
uns
)ki1 ≤ ( iuns
)ki−ki/αus
.
The probability is then at most: p ≤ ∑nsi=us iαus
(
i
uns
)κi
δi ≤ nαu
∑ns
i=us
(
i
uns
)κi
δi where δ = 4de1+1/us/u and
κ = k − k/αus− 1/us− 1.
It is easy to hek that as a funtion of i the terms of the sum φ(i) =
(
i
uns
)κ
δi derease from φ(us),
reah a minimum at φ(i⋆) = φ
(
uns
δ1/κe
)
then inrease to φ(ns). Using this fat, we bound p by onsidering
separately the sum for i < i⋆ and i > i⋆ and by replaing eah term with the maximum term on its side. On
one hand,
n
αu
∑⌊i⋆⌋
i=us
(
i
uns
)κ
δi ≤ nαu .ns.φ(us) = nαu .ns. 1nκus δus ≤ O
(
1
nκus
)
. On the other hand, the sum of
the terms of rank greater than i⋆ gives nαu
∑ns
⌊i⋆⌋+1
(
i
uns
)−κi
δi ≤ nαu .ns.u−κnsδns ≤ O
(
n2 (u−κδ)
ns)
. Finally,
p ≤ O ( 1nκus
)
+ O
(
(u−κδ)
ns)
. For the rst term to vanish, we need u−κδ < 1 and then κ > logu(δ). For this,
we need to repliate eah stripe at least k is then k > logu(d)
αus
αus−1 +
α+αus logu(4e
2)
αus−1 . For the sake of simpliity,
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onsider s ≥ 2 the lower bound on the number of repliates is k > 2 logu(d) + 2 logu(4e2) + 1. In this ase the
probability of failure is at most p ≤ O ( 1nκus
)
(note that κus > 0) and then the bipartite graph an satisfy all
possible requests with high probability. Sine the number of videos that an be stored is nd/k and given the
ondition on k, the storage apaity is Ω(nd/ logu(d)).

Now onsider the heterogeneous ase. Lemma 2 and the above proof may be generalized. Reall that box b
has storage apaity db and upload apaity ub. The ondition for an obstrution then beomes
∑
b∈B(S) sub <
|S| = i. We an then onsider any subset E of boxes with overall apaities UE =
∑
b∈E ub and DE =
∑
b∈E db
suh that UE < i/s. As boxes are hosen aording to their apaity, the probability to put a stripe in E with
random alloation is thus
DE
nd =
DEUE
ndUE
< DEdUE
i
ns for an obstrution. Assuming d
UE
DE
≥ u′ for all E, we an
follow the same traks for the proof with the probability of obstrution being less than
j
n with j =
i
u′s . With a
smallest upload apaity of 1 stripe, the total number of suh sets E is bounded by
(
usn
i
)
instead of
(
n
j
)
in the
above proof. This larger fator in the sum over all multiset of request is not a problem when taking a slightly
larger value of k. We an thus get similar bounds as long as d UEDE ≥ u′ for some u′ ≥ max
{
1 + 1c , µ
}
.
Boxes with apaity lower than u′ an be grouped with high upload apaity boxes to obtain the desired
property as proposed in Lemma 1.
Poor Upload Capaity Boxes
Proof.[of Lemma 1℄ Boxes b with upload apaity b < µ are said to be poor. Boxes with upload apaity exatly
µ are said to be medium. Boxes b with ub > µ upload apaity are said to be rih. Let P , M and R denote
the sets of poor, medium and rih boxes respetively. We set nP = |P |, nM = |M |, and nR = |R| (Note that
n = nP + nM + nR). Let uP =
UP
nP
and uR =
UR
nR
be the mean and overall upload apaities of poor and rih
boxes respetively.
We onstrut B from A with same video alloation. For the sake of simpliity, we assume that s/µ is
an integral value as well as ubs for eah box b. In a pre-proessing step, for eah poor box b, we reserve
µ(1− ubµ )s = µs−ubs upload slots from the rih boxes. This upload will be used to forward (1− ubµ )s stripes to
the poor box and serve new arrivals in the swarm for up to (µ−1)(1− ubµ )s stripes. This assignment should bal-
ane the overall number sb of slots reserved on a rih box b suh that its remaining upload apaity u
′
b = ub− sbs
remains no less than µ. (In a proportionally heterogeneous system, one would typially hoose sb proportional
to ub.) A orresponding spae of
sb
µs should also be additionally be reserved for playbak ahing. We thus set
d′j = dj+
sj
µs This assignment is possible when UR−µnR ≥ µnP −UP , i.e. u ≥ µ. Now we use a video alloation
sheme for apaities u′b, d
′
b (where u
′
b = ub and d
′
b = db for eah poor or medium box b). The onnetion shed-
uler works as previously exept for the download onnetions of poor boxes. When a poor box b requests a video,
the s stripes are downloaded from the boxes deided by the previous sheme. However, b downloads ub
s
µ stripes
diretly but the (1− ubµ )s others are downloaded via the rih boxes with reserved upload slots for box b. These
rih boxes partiipate in the ahing of the stripes they forward instead of b. This sheme allows to inrease
the overall upload apaity of the set E of all boxes ahing some stripe requested by p boxes so that UE ≥ µp. 
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